mineral interest for conveyance is identical in location as the privately owned surface interest of the applicant, and is described as follows:

Gila and Salt River Meridian, Arizona
T. 12 S, R. 10 E, Section 1
Lots 1–3, S½NE¼, S½NW¼, SW¼, SE¼
The areas described aggregate 591.21 acres.

Section 209(b) of FLPMAs authorizes the conveyance of the federally owned mineral interests in land to the current or prospective surface owner, upon payment of administrative costs and the fair market value of the interest being conveyed. The objective of Section 209 is to allow consolidation of the surface and mineral interests when either one of the following conditions exist: (1) There are no known mineral values in the land; or (2) Where continued Federal ownership of the mineral interests interfered with or precludes appropriate non-mineral development and such development is a more beneficial use of the land than mineral development. The applicant has deposited sufficient funding to cover administrative costs, but not limited to, the cost for the mineral potential report.

Subject to valid existing rights, on August 1, 2018 the federally owned mineral interests in the land described above are hereby segregated from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws, including the mining laws. The segregative effect shall terminate upon: (1) Issuance of a patent or other document of conveyance as to such mineral interests; (2) Final rejection of the application; or (3) August 3, 2020, whichever occurs first.

Before including your address, phone number, email address, or other personal identifying information in your comment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including your personal identifying information, may be made available to the public at any time. While you can ask in your comment to withhold your personal identifying information from public review, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so.

Authority: 43 CFR 2720.1–1(b)
Melissa Warren,
Tucson Field Manager.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Bureau of Land Management
Notice of Temporary Closures of Public Land in Washoe County, Nevada
AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, Interior.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: As authorized under the provisions of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976, certain public land near Stead, Nevada, will be temporarily closed to all public use to provide for public safety during the 2018 Reno Air Racing Association Racing Seminar and the Reno National Championship Air Races.

DATES: The temporary closure period is September 8 through September 16, 2018.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Bryant Smith, telephone: 775–885–6000, email: bsmith@blm.gov. Persons who use a telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD) may call the Federal Relay Service (FRS) at 1–800–877–8339 to contact the above individual during normal business hours. The FRS is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to leave a message or question with the above individual. You will receive a reply during normal business hours.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This temporary closure applies to all public use, including pedestrian use and vehicles. The public lands affected by this temporary closure are described as follows:

Mount Diablo Meridian, Nevada
T. 21 N, R. 19 E,
Sec. 8, E½NE¼, NW¼NE¼, and E½SE¼;
Sec. 16, SW¼SW¼NE¼, NW¼, and
W½SE¼.
The areas described aggregate 450 acres in Washoe County, Nevada.

The temporary closure notice and map of the closure area will be posted at the BL M Nevada State Office, 1340 Financial Boulevard, Nevada and on the BLM website: https://www.blm.gov. BLM law enforcement, in coordination with the Washoe County Sheriff’s Office, will provide notification to the public of the temporary closure during the scheduled events. Under the authority of Section 303(a) of the FLPMA, 43 CFR 8360.0–7 and 43 CFR 8364.1, the Bureau of Land Management will enforce the following rules in the area described above. All public use, whether motorized, on foot, or otherwise, is prohibited.

Exceptions: The temporary closure restrictions do not apply to event officials, medical and rescue personnel, law enforcement, and agency personnel monitoring the events.

Penalties: Any person who violates this temporary closure may be tried before a United States Magistrate and fined in accordance with 18 U.S.C. 3571, imprisoned no more than 12 months under 43 U.S.C. 1733(a) and 43 CFR 8360.0–7, or both. In accordance with 43 CFR 8365.1–7, State or local officials may also impose penalties for violations of Nevada law.

Authority: 43 CFR 8360.0–7 and 8364.1.
Paul Fuselier,
Acting Field Manager, Sierra Front Field Office.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Bureau of Land Management
Public Land Order No. 7871; Partial Withdrawal Revocation, Power Site Classification No. 361 and Modification of Public Land Order No. 7448; Colorado
AGENCY: Bureau of Land Management, Interior.

ACTION: Public Land Order.

SUMMARY: This Order partially revokes a withdrawal created by Secretarial Order dated October 24, 1944, which established Power Site Classification (PSC) No. 361 insofar as it affects 41.42 acres, and modifies Public Land Order No. 7448 by releasing from the effect of the provisions of Section 24 of the Federal Power Act, approximately 81.88 (formerly 80) acres of National Forest System (NFS) lands. This Order opens the lands to such uses as may be made of NFS lands subject to valid existing rights, the provisions of existing withdrawals, other segregations of record, and the requirements of applicable law.

DATES: This Public Land Order (PLO) is effective on August 1, 2018.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John D. Beck, Bureau of Land Management, Colorado State Office, (303) 239–3882; or write: Branch of Lands and Realty, BLM Colorado State Office, 2850 Youngfield Street, Lakewood, Colorado 80215–7093. Persons who use a telecommunications device for the deaf (TDD) may call the Federal Relay Service (FRS) at 1–800–877–8339 to contact the above individual. The FRS is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to leave a message or question for the above individual. You will receive a reply during normal business hours.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The United States Forest Service (USFS) requested a partial revocation for PSC No. 361 created by a Secretarial Order dated October 24, 1944, which classified NFS lands for potential waterpower site...